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See also MG, QM18 talk,  Nucl.Phys. A982 (2019) 627-630
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Dijet transverse acoplanarity momentum 

For Q
1
≈Q

2
≈Q  and |π–Δϕ| ≪ 1 

Q=20

Q=60

For Q<60 GeV Intercept and shape can constrain                     

a+b=q+g approx

MG@QM18

M.Gyulassy et al,   NPA 982 (2019) 627
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What is QCD Fluid Matter ??  What are its effective degrees of freedom  ??

    Fortunately, CUJET3 can make falsifiable predictions with wQGP and sQGMP dof 
    That may help in the future to break degeneracies of current A+A data interpretations 

Section 1: Motivation
and Results Can RAA & v2 

Constrained
Acoplanarity 
In A+A help
Answer this?
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T < Tc

T ~(1-2) Tc

T > 2 Tc

Motivation:  J. Liao and E. Shuryak, Angular Dependence of Jet Quenching Indicates Its       
Strong Enhancement Near the QCD Phase Transition ,PRL(2009); Shuryak PRC66 (2002)

The main Idea: 
Emergent
Color Magnetic
Monopole d.o.f
near Tc can enhance
jet ΔE and v

2
  (and          )

 

due to jet- monopole
Dirac constraint:

=>  a κ peak near (1-2) Tc should 
  Enhance jet azimuthal asymmetry
                                  and dijet acoplanarity !

“Crossover Region”

??

But how much??
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CUJET3 = (OSU VISHNU)(soft hydro) + DGLV(hard jets) +  sQGMP 

施舒哲               廖劲峰                    许乐世

CIBJET = event-by-event CUJET3
Jiechen Xu et al
Shuzhe Shi et al

vs 
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“Fast deconfinement”

CUJET3  sQGMP  composition constrained by Lattice QCD thermo P(T), L(T), χu(T), μ
E
(T), μ

M
(T)

Lattice EOS
constraints

“Slow deconfinement”

semi-QGP

Emergent
Color Magnetic
Monopole
d.o.f.
Shuryak, Liao

semi-QGP
Suppressed
Color Electric
“semi-QGP”
Hidaka,Pisarski

sQGMP is a lattice QCD constrained phenom realization of t’Hooft, Polyakov and Mandelstam 
1974 proposal that emergent color Magnetic Monopole d.o.f. may play a dominant role confining 
the color electric q and g  d.o.f. below T < Tc ~ 160 MeV via a magnetic dual of Meissner effect

(See also B.Zakharov:1412.6287; Ramamurti, Shuryak, Zahed, 1802.10509)

Magnetic dof

Electric dof
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Radiative energy loss in CUJET= DGLV generalized to sQGMP

In order to derive the HT qhat approximation from above we must expand the 2nd and 3rd lines
in powers of q

┴
  and retain only the quadratic q

┴
2 term  !!  But all higher moments DIVERGE! 

N=0 & 1 Interference
“Antenna”

We found that the int dx integral of 2nd and 3rd lines of this asymptotic series behave

approximately linearly in path time only in the formal E→ ∞  limit  ! But For  E<100 GeV and 
T<400 MeV  CUJET energy loss does not reduce to BDMS form    

in  E→ ∞  limit 



 

 

BDMS asymp approx
γ=1

Independent of
E and Ω 

 

Formation Time 

Depends on both and as well as thermal 

Formation time index
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  CUJET3: T and E dependence of Jet transport coef                constrained by RHIC&LHC R
AA

E+E  dof

E+M  dof

BDMS Transverse Momentum Scale
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Summary 1:  CUJET3= VISHNU+DGLV  global RAA constrained jet transport fields   
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c

CUJET3 PbPb 5.02ATeV Partonic Level  RAA and v2 jet-medium observables 

partonic R
AA 

are same in
sQGMP and wQGP
Because dynamical 
                       params
are fixed by global
RHIC & LHC χ2 fits
to charged hadron 
R

AA
(p

T
>20,s=0.2-5 TeV, %)

Partonic v2 differ in 
sQGMP and wQGP
because
Magnetic Monopoles
in sQGMP
enhance qhat 
in high eccentricity
surface regions

Tc < T(x,t) < 2Tc

Summary 2:
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CIBJET (sQGMP) provides a                      solution to all RAA, v2, v3 data at RHIC and LHC

However other globally consistent RHIC+LHC  RAA&v2 solutions also exist:

1.  J. Noronha Hostler et al, PRL116,252301 (2016)
     “Event-by-Event Hydro +Jet Energy Loss: A Solution to the RAA v2 Puzzle”⊗

2. C. Andres et al, PoS HardProbes2018 (2019) 070
      “Constraining energy loss from high-T azimuthal asymmetries”

We need other observables to break theoretical degeneracies !
  Constrained Dijet AcoplanarityTomography can help

施舒哲     廖劲峰   许乐世
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The medium induced broadening in one parameter multi soft Gaussian BDMS approximation   
  

The two parameter (opacity χ=L/ and screening  ) GLV multiple Yukawa scatt approx:

Acoplanarity distribution is a convolution of Vacuum Sudakov and Medium induced
transverse deflection distributions ( proposed as a QGP signal 34 years ago! ) 

D. A. Appel, PhysRD33, 717 (1986); J. P. Blaizot,L. D. McLerran, PRD34, 2739 (1986)
 F.~D'Eramo et al, JHEP 1305 (2013) 031; 1901 (2019) 17; MG et al , QM18 NPA982 (2019) 627.

Mueller,Wu,Xiao,Yuan, PLB763, 208 (2016); PRD 95, 034007 (2017)
Chen,Qin,Wei,Xiao,Zhang, PLB773, 672 (2017) 

We utilize the acoplanarity formalism of
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Hadron-Jet acoplanarity azimuthal distribution from Chen,Qin,Xiao,Zhang PLB773, 2017
        A+A  Vacuum Sudakov+ BDMS(Q

s
2) and current RHIC and LHC data

Current State of “Acoplanarity Art” 

       As a stand alone observable, Acoplanarity does not constrain Q
s
2 better than RAA&v2. 

                     However,  when constrained simultaneously with  RAA&v2,  Dijet Acoplanarity 
             can greatly increases the exp discriminating power to the chromo structure of QCD fluids
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CUJET3 Predicts factor ~2 enhancement of  
saturation scale in sQGMP vs wQGP   

gluons

quarks

CUJET3.1  Results for Single leading parton trigger 施舒哲     廖劲峰   许乐世
       Constrained  by global

R
AA 

 Constrained Parton Energy Loss

PbPb 5.02 ATeV
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Summary 3:  CUJET3= VISHNU+DGLV  global RAA constrained  Dijet Acoplanarity

Percent level precision on to resolve magnetic monopole dof in QCD fluids,

Semi-central  20-30% PbPb 5 ATeV qunched q and g jet spectra  averaged case illustrated  

Even though !!
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CUJET3  Single parton “a” triggered  Dijet “a+b”   Summed Transverse Saturation Scales    

Quenching probability
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Enhancement approx
Independent of
dijet {a,b} channels 

Also weak
Dependence on
trigger Efin
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Solid (dotted) curves are for E
trig

=20 (60) GeV hard triggers.  

Black curves assume only Vacuum (Sudakov) gluon radiation  

Blue curves assume  Vacuum ⊗ wQGP color composition  
wQGP= perturbative QCD color dielectric quarks and gluons

Red curves assume Vacuum ⊗ sQGMP color composition 
sQGMP= nonperturbative semi-QGP & Magnetic Monopoles 

 

sQGMP

wQGP

Vacuum

!

trigger

Δϕ π

∆ϕ

3π/4

With  dynamical  parameters and hence quenched dijet geometry Constrained 
by RAA&v2 data, CUJET3 predicts that DiJet Acoplanarity dN/dϕ can discriminate Vacuum 
 vs wQGP vs sQGMP color d.o.f. of the QCD fluid in the crossover T~ 150-300 MeV range 
for 20 <  E < 60 GeV triggers in future 10 % precision level measurements in the BDMS 
                           (Gaussian) dipole approx:  
 dN/dΔϕ 
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The medium induced broadening in one parameter multi soft Gaussian BDMS approximation   
  

The two parameter (opacity χ=L/ and screening  ) GLV multiple Yukawa scatt approx:

Caveat: Unfortunately a fit to the intercept at Δϕ=π does not uniquely define    
          

Ratio 

Need also shape analysis Δϕ to distinguish between Gaussian and Yukawa forms:

Need Pecent level precision on acopl shape to resolve Rutherford tails 

 BDMS (Gaussian) dipole approx: 
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Section 2:   Open Problems

Radiative Corrections to elastic scattering 



 

 

Elastic Straggling of a heavy b quark  and acoplanarity  

q

p

p’ = p + q

q = q – k   +  k 

p

p’ = p + q - k

k

Radiative g  Correction to Elastic Straggling of a heavy b quark and acoplanarity correction  

 q2 / p2

 (q -k)2

(           ) (    )

/ p2



 

 

Static brick
Length L

d-dim expansion

For L~5 fm
For L~3 fm

Does radiative correction
Double elastic aoplanarity ??



 

 



 

 

In CUJET3 the radiative correction to elastic energy loss is

q = q – k   +  k 

p

p’ = p + q - k

k

 (q -k)2

(           ) (    )

Turns out to be negative due to near field interference between N=0 and N=1 amplitudes
In qualitative agreement with Zakharov claim. 

In both sQGMP and wQGP dof

The total elastic recoil q is SHARED between emitted gluons and the leading parton 
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Section 3:   Concluding Remarks
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                              ALICE et al,  JHEP 09 (2015) 170

Trigger Track  hadron

Acoplanarity Tomography Dial 2

Acoplanarity Tomography Dial 1

Recoil away side Jet(R)
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Single Jet trigger surface bias depends on jet Casimir  q=4/3 or g=3

However, CUJET shows that the  bias is independent of the color composition of fluid

IF coupling is constrained by global Chi^2 fit to RHIC+LHC data on RAA(pT; s, cent%) 

Implies that Jet Acoplanarity is mostly sensitive to T(x,t) ~ (1-2)Tc hypersurface
 

Glue Jetr Efin=20 escape distribution 
ρ(x,y, ϕ=0 ;E=20) 

Acoplanarity is more  sensitive to possible Non-perturbative Opalescence near Tc
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The Medium induced Acoplanarity correction to vacuum Sudakov requires consistent calculation
of  dijet energy loss as well as dijet azimuthal straggling transverse to initial dijet axis

Dijet
Acoplanarity
Tomography

QCD fluid
   T>160

Trigger a:

Recoil b:

Azimuthal Acoplanarity Width2 



 

 

Trigger charged hadron from 
parton a

Trigger cut biased density of Dijet
Production points 

Dijet partons  a+b  → hch(trigger) + Away side reconstructed jet 

Quenched
Trigger parton aL

b
L

a

Quenched
Away side jet b
Of Radius R 



 

 

Trigger charged hadron from 
parton a

Trigger cut biased density of Dijet
Production points 

Dijet partons  a+b  → hch(trigger) + Away side reconstructed jet 

Quenched
Trigger parton aL

b
L

a

Quenched
Away side jet b
Of Radius R 

Hadron-Jet energy cuts 
biased density

A too high min jet cut may strongly distort quenched geom   

Could ALICE current GeV  high jet cut bias acoplanarity away  ??

2D Tomogbraphy
of QCD Fluid
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Soft pT<2 
Hard pT>10
Correlations &
RAA& v2& v3

      Constrained Di-jet Acoplanarity  

Summary :
R

AA
& v

n
 Constrained Dijet Acoplanarity Tomography can help to falsify competing models  

of the color d.o.f. in perfect QCD  fluids produced at RHIC and LHC

Sensitive
to

Good News:

Dijet Acoplanarity
is also sensitive
to T~ Tc physics !

Multiple models 
are consistent
 with current data
    RHIC&LHC

We still do not          
  know what are       
   color dof of QCD  
     perfect fluids!

We need other         
    independent
     observables        
     that probe dof

Hard
Trigger

 Away
  Side Jet 

Insensitive
to d.o.f.

Bottom Line:  Future percent level precision 
will be needed experimentally on   
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